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Block copolymers form various mesoscopic structures (sphere， cylinder， lamella， etc.) de-
pending on their block ra七ioand temperature. Although the static properties of microphase 
separation are now well understood [1， 2]， the kinetic pathway of the ordering has not been 
fully understood yet and is a matter of active reaserch. We numerically investigate the kinet-
ics of disorder-to-hexagonal transition， focusing on the rol6)s of hydrodynamic interactions. We 
found that the hydrodynamic e旺ects，especially hydrodynamic pumping (Siggia's mechanism 
[3])， change the kinetic pathway of cylindrical ordering and helps the formation of homogeneous 
hexagonal ph出 e.
、 ， ???
Figure 1: Snapshots of hexagonal ordering from disorder phase with (a) and without (b) hydro-
dynamic interaction. 
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